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Objective: Novel suggestions derived from the inhibitory learning model on how to 
optimize exposure therapy have been debated with enthusiasm in the last few years, 
particularly with respect to the focus on expectancy violations. However, little is known 
about how this new approach directly compares to the traditional habituation rationale of 
exposure therapy. In the present study, we examined these two competing therapeutic 
instructions among healthy female participants in an experimental heat pain paradigm.
Design and Methods: Participants (N= 116) received a therapeutic instruction derived 
from either a habituation-based approach or the inhibitory learning model (expectation 
violation). Participants were repeatedly exposed to painful thermal stimulations until 
a predefined exposure goal was reached.
Results: The expectation violation instruction led to faster goal attainment and higher 
response rates than the habituation instruction. Both instructions led to increased pain 
tolerance in the short and long term (one-week follow-up).
Conclusion: Our results suggest that exposure treatments using an expectation violation 
instruction are especially time-effective. Although the findings from this analogue design cannot 
be directly generalized to populations with clinically relevant levels of chronic pain, they do 
point to some important theoretical and clinical implications for the treatment of pain.
Keywords: exposure therapy, inhibitory learning model, expectation violation, dose- 
response relationship

Introduction
For decades of research, exposure therapy has been shown to be a highly effective 
intervention for various mental health problems, such as anxiety,1–3 obsessive 
compulsive disorder,4 and post-traumatic stress disorder.5 More recently, Vlaeyen 
and colleagues have adapted exposure therapy to chronic low back pain.6 Such 
exposure-based treatment approaches expose patients to situations they normally 
avoid, eg, exhibiting certain movements that are perceived as threatening.7 Several 
randomized controlled trials as well as single-case studies have demonstrated that 
exposure therapy is effective in reducing disability by targeting pain-related fear in 
back pain6,8–12 and chronic regional pain syndromes.13,14

Notwithstanding the indisputable effectiveness of exposure therapy, a debate 
about the central underlying mechanisms has emerged in the last decade. In 
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particular, the long-standing assumption that habituation 
(ie, experiencing that a certain unpleasant emotional state 
subsides over time) is the underlying mechanism has 
recently been challenged.15–19 Supposedly, not habitua-
tion, but a violation of an individual’s expectations leads 
to successful and long-lasting extinction.16,20,21 That is, it 
is assumed that making the experience that a feared out-
come does not occur results in more sustained symptom 
reduction. These two rationales can be translated into 
different therapeutic instructions when delivering exposure 
treatment: Following the habituation rationale, people suf-
fering from pain, for instance, could be guided to rate their 
emotional response during the exposure to a certain 
(feared) movement (eg, distress on a scale from 0 to 10); 
in this case, exposure is continued until the patients’ dis-
tress significantly declines (ie, habituation is reached). 
Alternatively, they could be guided to test their expecta-
tion (eg, “exhibiting this movement will damage my spinal 
cord”) by performing the respective movement and itera-
tively rate the subjective probability of harmful conse-
quences (eg, likelihood of spine damage). When doing 
these exercises, patients normally experience that their 
expectation of physical harm is disconfirmed, thus leading 
to enhanced activity and reduced impairment.22,23 Yet, 
despite widespread enthusiasm for such an “inhibitory 
learning model”,15,24,25 little is known about how it com-
pares directly to habituation-based approaches.25–28

Some recent studies have compared habituation- and 
inhibitory learning-based (expectation violation) 
approaches. The evidence attained from studies that exam-
ined exposures for different mental disorders (eg, anxiety) 
points to either no differences between the two 
instructions29 or slightly superior effects of the inhibitory 
learning approach.21,30,31 The first direct comparison in an 
experimental study on pain31 revealed that, in comparison 
to a control instruction, both instructions improved cogni-
tive pain coping, but only the expectation violation 
instruction increased pain tolerance.

Besides the mere effectiveness of a specific treatment, 
its efficacy might also be taken into account when con-
sidering its implementation into routine care, which is 
characterized by high case load and efficient time 
scheduling.32,33 Thus, if one has two treatment options at 
hand, which are similarly effective, but one outperforms 
the other in terms of the time required to achieve the 
predefined outcome, the more efficacious treatment ought 
to be preferred. Following this reasoning, it has been 
suggested that one advantage of expectation violation- 

based exposure therapy might be the lower number of 
repetitions needed, that is, the treatment “dose” to achieve 
a therapeutic goal (“response”).34 This might be because 
habituation is not deemed crucial to defining a single ses-
sion and an entire exposure-based treatment as 
successful.35 Indeed, a recent randomized controlled trial 
comparing a short-term and a long-term version of expo-
sure therapy for patients with chronic back pain revealed 
faster improvement when fewer sessions were offered.36 

This means that exposure therapy for pain has the potential 
to bring about significant improvement very quickly; yet, 
it is not clear whether this can be best achieved by focus-
ing on habituation-based or expectation violation-based 
instructions.

Therefore, the aim of the current study was to investigate 
the efficacy and the “dose-response relationship” of different 
instructions for pain exposure. We compared a habituation- 
based instruction and an expectation violation-based instruc-
tion in pain-free female participants who were exposed to 
painful thermal stimulations after inducing fear of bodily 
harm. In doing so, we aimed to replicate the previous study 
mentioned above,31 and extended its design by adding a one- 
week follow-up assessment and tailoring the number of 
exposure trials. For reasons of feasibility, we decided to 
use an analogue sample to investigate differences in the 
efficacy of two exposure instructions deriving from distinct 
theoretical approaches.37 Although the generalization of 
results from analogue samples to a clinical population is 
questionable, Craske and colleagues suggested that examin-
ing fear extinction in healthy individuals and analogue sam-
ples may be promising to understand the underlying 
processes, which, ultimately, may also inspire subsequent 
research in clinical samples.19

We hypothesized that participants in the expectation vio-
lation condition would require fewer exposure trials than 
those in the habituation condition to reach a predefined expo-
sure goal (hypothesis 1: “dose-response relationship”). 
Drawing on previous findings,31 we expected no differences 
in relevant pain outcomes between the conditions (hypothesis 
2: “changes in cognitive pain coping and pain perception: 
pain tolerance, pain intensity and pain unpleasantness”). In 
addition, we were interested in potential predictors of the 
response, because although exposure has proven effective for 
treating patients with chronic pain in multidisciplinary set-
tings with limited time and resources, high dropout rates have 
been reported compared to (non-exposure-based) cognitive- 
behavioral therapy treatments.36 Hence, it might be important 
to identify baseline patient characteristics that bear predictive 
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value for treatment outcomes or relapse.33,38,39 Accordingly, 
we examined pain anxiety and pain catastrophizing as two 
potential predictors of the treatment response. These vari-
ables were chosen as exposure has been found especially 
effective for patients with elevated levels of fear,36 while 
high catastrophizers did not improve from exposure 
treatments.40 Catastrophizing is one of the best predictors 
not only for clinical pain, but also for experimental pain 
(eg,41,42). That is, participants who endorse catastrophizing 
thoughts in relation to experimentally induced pain, show 
higher pain ratings and greater temporal summation of ther-
mal pain.41 Moreover, healthy participants have been found 
to differ in terms of their cognitive and emotional response to 
pain (eg,43).

Methods
Participants
A power analysis for MANOVAs (α = 0.05; power = 0.80) 
indicated that a sample of 111 participants was needed to 
detect significant effects. Based on the results of Schemer 
and colleagues,31 we expected medium to large effects. 
Participants were recruited through flyers and advertise-
ments. They received either course credit or financial 
compensation for their participation. Inclusion criteria 
were: female sex; 18–65 years; sufficient German lan-
guage knowledge; absence of any medical illness (eg, 
acute/chronic pain; Raynaud’s disease; hypertension; neu-
ropathy; coronary diseases; diabetes). Of note, males were 
excluded because we aimed to reduce potential sources of 
confounding effects, given previous research pointing to 
sex differences in pain sensitivity,44 habituation,45,46 and 
reported pain.47 The local ethics committee at the 
Psychology department at the Philipps-University 
Marburg approved this study’s protocol (AZ: 2017–41k).

Study Design
The procedure (similar to;31 for further details, see 
Supplementary Materials, Table A1) consisted of three 
parts, each about one week apart (see Figure 1). 
Participants were randomly assigned to either a habituation 
instruction (n = 58) or an expectation violation instruction (n 
= 58). A computer-generated randomization schedule guar-
anteed an equal number of participants in each condition and 
the same number of trials per condition for each experimen-
ter. To investigate whether the therapeutic instructions dif-
ferentially affected pain perception (pain tolerance, intensity, 
and unpleasantness) as well as cognitive coping with pain, 
all measures were conducted immediately after the exposure 
trials (post-test) and one week later (follow-up).

Demographic data were assessed by brief self-report 
items and further outcome variables (Cognitive Pain 
Coping, Pain Catastrophizing, and Pain Anxiety) online 
prior to the laboratory appointment. After giving their 
informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki, participants’ threat beliefs were manipulated as 
described in Threat Induction. First, in the baseline phase, 
we tested the participants’ individual pain tolerance (see 
Pain Tolerance, Pain Intensity, and Pain Unpleasantness). 
Then, depending on the experimental condition and thus 
the therapeutic instruction, the exposure-based treatment 
was explained. Next, participants were asked to apply the 
strategy they had just learned (habituation vs expectation 
violation) when being provided with the painful thermal 
stimulations. Participants then rated the credibility of the 
instructions they had been given, respectively. In the post- 
test phase, they were instructed to reflect on what they had 
learned. Subsequently, the post-training assessment of pain 
tolerance was conducted and participants completed the 
same additional questionnaires from the baseline assess-
ment (Cognitive Pain Coping, Pain Catastrophizing, and 

Figure 1 Study design and procedure. After completing a battery of questionnaires online, the participants signed in for a laboratory assessment consisting of three parts: (a) 
baseline (t0); the manipulation of threat expectations was followed by the baseline of pain tolerance, intensity, and unpleasantness; (b) following the presentation of the 
therapeutic instruction (randomized allocation to either habituation or expectation violation), the participants underwent several exposure trials until a predefined exposure 
goal was reached. During these exposure trials, the participants were exposed to nociceptive thermal stimuli; (c) a post-test (pain tolerance, intensity, unpleasantness) and 
a post-assessment of questionnaires was followed by a manipulation check. In a one-week follow-up, pain tolerance, intensity, unpleasantness, and the questionnaires were 
conducted again before the aims of the study were disclosed to the participants.
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Pain Anxiety) again. At follow-up, pain tolerance was 
assessed again and participants completed the question-
naires (Cognitive Pain Coping, Pain Catastrophizing, and 
Pain Anxiety) one more time. Finally, participants rated 
the credibility of the threat manipulation, and they were 
debriefed about the manipulation and its real purpose (see 
below).

Threat Induction
As exposure therapy is designed to target extended fear of 
pain levels and threat beliefs, we experimentally induced 
threat in healthy participants. To this end, we referred to 
previous studies using similar manipulations.48,49 The spe-
cific threat induction used in the present study was derived 
from a previous study.31 To examine the suitability of this 
manipulation, the authors tested it in a small pilot study (N 
= 18). To evoke fear of pain, participants were asked to 
sign a declaration of alleged side effects (eg, skin redness, 
fainting). To enhance the personal relevance of these 
adverse effects, the experimenter claimed that due to 
appearing skin redness, she was required to measure the 
skin thickness, as it would correlate with the likelihood of 
side effects. The experimenter (falsely) described a sham 
measure as an indicator to evaluate an individual’s vulner-
ability to the occurrence of side effects. First, every parti-
cipant was informed that her value was allegedly 
a “borderline higher risk” for side-effects to occur. 
Second, fear was enhanced by claiming that the tempera-
ture during the following trials would become more 
intense, with participants being unable to stop it by them-
selves, in contrast to the baseline assessment of pain 
tolerance. Participants were not informed that the tempera-
ture would not rise above their previously measured pain 
tolerance (≤ 52°C).

Intervention: Exposure Instructions and 
Determination of an Exposure Goal
The exposure instructions consisted of two parts: First, 
participants listened to standardized instructions via loud-
speaker, in which the exposure rationale was explained, 
based on the respective theory. These instructions were 
used in other studies before.31,50 Second, participants 
were guided to either focus on their emotional or to their 
cognitive appraisal of the painful stimulations via standar-
dized questions. These questions were based on a detailed 
manual, which was developed in a previous study.31 The 
contents of the two instructions are presented in detail 
below.

Habituation 
The habituation instruction focused on changes in the 
emotional response to the feared stimulus. The exposure 
rationale was explained as a process of fear habituation 
each time someone faces a feared situation. The experi-
menter then encouraged participants to verbalize their 
emotional response (eg, fear, distress, anxiety, discomfort) 
prior to the exposure trials. Before and after each trial, 
participants were asked to indicate and rate their momen-
tary emotional response (eg, “How distressed do you feel 
before the next trial?”) on an 11-point scale (0 = neutral; 
100 = very high). The individual exposure goal was 
reached when the level of the emotional response was 
reduced by half of its initial score (eg, from “80” to “40”).

Expectation Violation 
The expectation violation instruction focused on the cog-
nitive response to the feared stimulus. The exposure ratio-
nale was explained as a systematic testing of individual 
predictions about negative outcomes through exposure 
experience. The experimenter encouraged participants to 
formulate their central concerns about the exposure trials 
with the thermode. The concerns being mentioned by the 
participants (eg, “My skin will burn and blister”) at this 
point were those expectations that were supposed to be 
disconfirmed subsequently. Specifically, prior to each trial, 
participants were asked to estimate the expected likelihood 
of experiencing their feared outcome (eg, “How likely do 
you think your skin will burn and blister during the next 
trial?”) on an 11-point scale (0 = not likely; 100 =very 
likely). The individual exposure goal was reached as soon 
as the likelihood of the concern’s occurrence fell to at least 
half of its initial score (eg, from “80” to “40”).

Further details regarding the instructions and the stan-
dardized questions used can be found in the 
Supplementary Materials, B. Experimenters were trained 
in adhering to the standardized protocol.

Measures
“Dose”
The dependent variable was the number of trials that 
participants needed to reach their exposure goal, which 
reflects the treatment “dose”. Specifically, training contin-
ued until participants had demonstrated sufficient progress 
in reaching the a priori defined exposure goal (as described 
in Intervention: Exposure Instructions and Determination 
of an Exposure Goal), with a minimum of three trials and 
a maximum of 10 trials. The minimum of three trials was 
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set based on the observation in a previous study that only 
50% of the participants reported a decrease in distress 
within three trials.31 The maximum of ten trials was cho-
sen primarily for reasons of feasibility, see also36 in this 
respect. Of note, we used different methods to determine 
the exposure goal for the two conditions for the following 
reason: As we hypothesized the instruction to differ in 
terms of efficacy, we put effort into explaining and imple-
menting each rationale precisely while not confusing it 
with key terms of the other condition, respectively. 
Accordingly, the predefined exposure goals differed 
between the two conditions, since the underlying ratio-
nales were significantly different. Thus, the stop criterion 
(that is, the point where the experimenter finished the 
exposure session) differed between the two experimental 
conditions, but the dependent variable was identical in 
both conditions (“number of trials needed”). Worthy of 
note, all participants were not previously informed about 
a specific number of trials to avoid this being interpreted 
as a safety signal.

Pain Tolerance, Pain Intensity, and Pain 
Unpleasantness
Participants were applied heat stimulations on the non- 
dominant forearm using a thermode (Thermal Sensory 
Analyzer: TSA II; Medoc Ltd, Ramat Yishai, Israel), 
a commonly used device to study pain experimentally in 
the laboratory. The procedure has been found reliable and 
valid for assessing pain tolerance (eg,51–53). Starting with 
a temperature of 32°C, temperature continuously increased 
with a slope of 0.5°C per second (while not exceeding the 
maximum of 52°C). Pain tolerance was assessed by asking 
participants to tolerate the thermal stimulations for as long 
as possible, and to terminate the measurement when they 
were no longer willing to bear it. Thus, the participants’ 
pain tolerance is the point (temperature in °C) where they 
stopped the increasingly painful thermal stimulation. The 
maximum temperature of 52°C was reached after 40 sec-
onds, unless participants stopped the measure prior to that. 
When the measurement was stopped, the software auto-
matically initiated a temperature decline to the initial tem-
perature of 32°C (slope 10°C/second).

After each pain tolerance assessment, participants rated 
their pain intensity on a Numeric Rating Scale, ranging 
from 0 = no pain to 10 = worst imaginable pain and the 
pain unpleasantness on the same scale with the extrema (0 
= bearable to 10 = unbearable). The distinction between 
pain intensity and unpleasantness is based on the 

commonly used differentiation between rather can be con-
sidered as measuring of the cognitive/“appraised” aspects 
of pain (intensity) and a more affective the (“felt”)/affec-
tive dimension of pain (unpleasantness).54

For the subsequent exposure trials, the temperature 
corresponding to the individual pain tolerance was applied 
for a maximum of 4 seconds, before it automatically 
declined (slope of 10°C/second).

Cognitive Pain Coping
Participants were asked to complete the cognitive pain- 
coping subscale of the German Coping Questionnaire 
(FESV),55 which addressed their heat-pain experience. 
The scale was developed to assess the repertory of strate-
gies to cope with pain and psychological distress among 
individuals suffering from chronic pain. Further, it aims to 
assess cognitive processes resulting from pain experiences 
rather than pain experience itself and the questionnaire is 
intended to be used in process examination for evaluating 
treatment success. The instructions were adapted accord-
ing to the experimental setting31 with good internal con-
sistency (Cronbach’s α = 0.80). Of note, we assessed 
cognitive pain coping three times (baseline; post-training; 
and follow-up) to examine whether it changed through the 
exposure treatment, and whether the two experimental 
conditions differed herein.

Pain Catastrophizing
We applied the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS)56,57 to 
measure the participants’ propensity to engage in catastro-
phizing thoughts in relation to painful sensations. 
Participants are instructed to reflect on previous painful 
experiences and to rate the degree to which they experi-
ence each of 13 feelings or thoughts when feeling or 
expecting pain on a 5-point scale (0 = not at all; 4 = all 
the time). The internal consistency of the adapted ques-
tionnaire was good (Cronbach’s α = 0.90).

Pain Anxiety
The 20-item short version of the Pain Anxiety Symptoms 
Scale (PASS)58 was used to measure fear of pain. 
Participants rated the frequency of their experiences of 
fear and anxiety in relation to pain on a 5-point scale (0 
= never, 4 = always). At t1 and t2 in our study, participants 
were asked to refer to the heat pain they had experienced. 
The escape/avoidance subscale of the PASS was adapted 
for this purpose. For example, the item “As soon as pain 
comes on, I take medication to reduce it” was changed to 
“As soon as pain begins, I try to reduce it somehow.” 
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Given that we adapted the questionnaire used during the 
experiment, we evaluated its internal consistency based on 
the present sample. The internal consistency of the adapted 
questionnaire was good (Cronbach’s α = 0.89).

Confounding Baseline Variables
Moreover, we assessed the following questionnaires at base-
line to control for relevant confounding factors: Beck’s 
Depression Inventory,59 Pain Sensitivity Questionnaire,60 

Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire.61

Statistical Analyses
Data analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS® 
(Windows v.22: SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Participants’ 
data were excluded if data of an entire session was missing 
systematically.

To check for baseline differences between the condi-
tions in pain-relevant variables (intensity, unpleasantness, 
pain sensitivity, and pain vigilance and awareness), 
depressive symptoms, and demographic data, T- and chi- 
square tests were carried out.

First, the differential effects of the instruction on the 
number of exposure trials needed were tested with a t-test 
for independent samples. Differences between the experi-
mental groups in exposure trials needed were examined in 
a chi-square test (hypothesis 1). Second, we performed 
a repeated 2 (Time: post vs follow-up) x 2 (Condition: 
expectation violation vs habituation) mixed ANOVA with 
pain tolerance, intensity, unpleasantness, and cognitive 
pain coping as the dependent variables (hypothesis 2). 
Differences between the conditions regarding their effi-
cacy should result in a significant Time by Condition 
interaction in that 2 by 2 ANOVA. In addition, we calcu-
lated the effect sizes (Cohen’s d and partial η2). Baseline 
pain tolerance was included as a covariate as the tempera-
ture applied during the exposure trials varied across indi-
viduals based on their individual pain tolerance from the 
baseline pain assessment. Further, in case of baseline 
differences in demographic or pain-related variables, the 
respective variable will be included as a covariate in the 
analysis. Third, predictions of the number of trials needed 
based on pain anxiety and pain catastrophizing were 
assessed via a hierarchical multiple regression analysis.

Results
Baseline Characteristics
In total, 180 participants completed the online survey, and 
121 of them participated in the subsequent experimental 

session. One person withdrew her participation due to the 
threat manipulation. Four participants were excluded from 
the analyses because data from an entire session (t0, t1, or 
t2) was missing for these participants. Thus, we analyzed 
data from 116 participants whose ages ranged from 18 to 
41 years (M = 22.6, SD = 3.2). The demographic data are 
shown in Table 1, and the means and standard deviations 
of the baseline measures are reported in Table 2.

The multivariate analyses indicated no significant dif-
ferences between the conditions on any baseline question-
naire (depressive symptoms, pain sensitivity, pain 
vigilance), Pillai’s trace = 0.99, F(6,109) = 1.44, p = 
0.208. A multivariate ANOVA revealed no significant 
baseline differences between the conditions for pain 
unpleasantness, pain anxiety, pain catastrophizing, and 
cognitive pain coping. However, for pain intensity, we 
did note significant differences between the two condi-
tions, F(1, 114) = 5.26, p = 0.024, showing greater pain 
intensity in the habituation condition.

Hypothesis Tests
Hypothesis 1: “Dose-Response Relationship”
A t-test for independent groups revealed a significant 
group difference in the number of exposure trials needed, 
t(114) = 4.98, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.93, with an 
average of ~3 trials in the expectation violation condition 
(M = 3.41, SD = 1.57) and an average of ~5 trials in the 
habituation condition (M = 5.43, SD = 2.66). In line with 
our main hypothesis, the number of necessary exposure 
trials differed between conditions, χ2(6) = 39.79, p < 
0.001. A histogram of the detailed proportion of trials 
needed for each condition is shown in Figure 2.

Hypothesis 2: “Changes in Cognitive Pain Coping and 
Pain Perception: Pain Tolerance, Pain Intensity and 
Pain Unpleasantness”
To test whether the conditions differed in relevant pain out-
comes after treatment, we conducted a multivariate Time by 
Condition ANOVA. The assumptions of this test (normal 
distribution, homogeneity of covariance matrices) were ful-
filled adequately. Due to baseline differences in pain inten-
sity, the baseline pain intensity was included as a covariate 
in addition to the baseline pain tolerance (see 2.4.2). Neither 
the main effect of Time, Pillai trace = 0.12, F(4, 109) = 0.86, 
p = 0.488, partial η 2 = 0.03, nor Condition, Pillai trace = 
0.06, F(4, 109) = 1.84, p = 0.126, partial η 2 = 0.06, nor the 
Time by Condition interaction, Pillai trace = 0.03, F(4, 109) 
= 0.93, p = 0.450, partial η2 = 0.03, was significant. These 
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results indicated that the two experimental conditions did not 
differ in any of these outcomes (ie, cognitive pain coping, 
pain tolerance, intensity, unpleasantness), neither at post- nor 
at follow-up assessment.

Research Questions: “Predictors”
As shown in Table 3, pain anxiety negatively predicted the 
number of trials across experimental groups, whereas pain 
catastrophizing was a positive predictor. Higher pain anxiety 
levels predicted a lower number of trials needed, and higher 
pain catastrophizing levels predicted a higher number of 

trials needed. Taken together, these predictors accounted for 
24% of the variance in the model. Including the interaction 
terms “Pain anxiety/Condition” and “Pain catastrophizing/ 
Condition”, did not explain additional variance.

Discussion
In this study, we compared the effects of a habituation- 
based and an expectation violation-based instruction – 
representing different therapeutic strategies in exposure 
treatment – when healthy participants where provided 

Table 1 Participants’ Demographic Characteristics and Baseline Scores for Both Conditions

Measure Habituation condition (n = 58) Expectation violation condition (n = 58)

Age in years, M (SD) 22.6 (3.5) 22.5 (2.9)

Family status

Single 44 (75.9%) 42 (72.4%)
In a relationship 14 (24.1%) 16 (27.6%)

Education level completed, n (%)

High school 58 (100%) 57 (98.3%)

No completed traineeship 39 (67.2%) 39 (67.2%)
Completed traineeship 5 (8.6%) 5 (8.6%)

University degree 14 (24.1%) 14 (24.1%)

Employment status, n (%)

Employed 5 (8.6%) 7 (12.1%)

Unemployed 12 (20.7%) 6 (10.3%)
In training / university student 41 (70.7%) 45 (77.6%)

Given birth 1 (1.7%) 1 (1.7%)

Self-reported severe pain experience 28 (48.3%) 24 (41.4%)

Confounding Baseline Variables, M (SD)

Beck’s Depression Inventory (0-21) 9.7 (3.1) 8.9 (2.3)

Pain Sensitivity Questionnaire (0-170) 40.3 (14.6) 45.05 (19.6)
Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire (0-80) 39.3 (7.2) 39.4 (10.1)

Notes: Values are expressed as means (M) and standard deviations (SD); %, percentage of the total sample; None of the reported differences were significant Age, χ2(13) = 13.75, 
p = 0.39; Family status, χ2(2) = 1.36, p = 0.51; Employment; status, χ2(2) = 2.52, p = 0.28; Pain experience, χ2(1) = 0.56, p = 0.46; Beck’s depression inventory, t(106) = 1.4, p = 0.17; 
Pain Sensitivity Questionnaire, t(106) = −1.41 p = 0.16; Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire, t(106) = −0.08, p = 0.93.

Table 2 Baseline Values of Variables of Interest for Both Groups

Measure Habituation condition (n = 58) Expectation violation condition (n = 58)

M (SD) M (SD) p

Pain Tolerance (in °C) 47.71 (0.24) 47.08 (0.26) 0.08
Pain Intensity (scale 0-10) 8.17 (0.14) 7.64 (0.18) 0.02*

Pain Unpleasantness (scale 0-10) 8.14 (0.25) 7.72 (0.21) 0.21

Cognitive Pain Coping (scores: 0-60) 47.07 (1.10) 47.74 (1.36) 0.70
Pain Anxiety (scores: 0-100) 48.15 (1.81) 48.19 (2.03) 0.99

Pain Catastrophizing (scores: 0-52) 29.21 (1.17) 30.1 (1.21) 0.60

Notes: Values are expressed as means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for the baseline questionnaires; *p < 0.05.
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with painful thermal stimulations. A novel feature of this 
study was the investigation of the “dose-response relation-
ship”, that is, the number of exposure trials needed for 
each exposure instruction to reach a predefined exposure 
goal. In line with our main hypothesis, the number of 
exposure trials needed to achieve the predefined exposure 
goal differed between instructions: Participants in the 
expectation violation condition needed a lower “dose” 
(ie, fewer exposure trials) to reach their predefined goal 
than participants in the habituation condition. Specifically, 
almost 90% of the participants from the expectation viola-
tion condition needed only the minimum number of trials 
(3 trials = fast responders). The remaining participants did 
not reach the exposure goal within 10 sessions, though (= 
nonresponders). Participants from the habituation condi-
tion, on the other hand, needed significantly more trials to 
reach their goal: Only a third of all participants from this 
group reached the exposure goal within the minimum 
number of trials (= fast responders) and a fifth failed to 

reach it at all (= nonresponders). The other participants 
reached their goal between four to nine sessions (= normal 
to late responders). Across both conditions, participants’ 
pain tolerance (including the corresponding intensity and 
unpleasantness measures) increased from baseline to post- 
treatment. This effect also held at the one-week follow-up. 
Thus, both instructions were similarly effective in increas-
ing participants’ pain tolerance. However, as we did not 
implement a control group receiving no instructions, we 
cannot be sure that the increase can indeed be attributed to 
the therapeutic instructions. Cognitive pain coping did not 
change during the training course. We found that habitua-
tion and expectation violation did not differ in terms of 
pain-related outcomes. Thus, our results suggest that 
while habituation and expectation violation may be simi-
larly effective in terms of pain perception, expectancy 
violation might be the more time-effective approach in 
view of the lower number of trials required to reach the 
exposure goal.

Figure 2 Number of exposure trials (dose) needed to achieve the predefined exposure goal (responder) by instruction condition.

Table 3 Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Prediction of Number of Exposure Trials Needed

Model and predictors B SE(B) β R2 ΔR2

Step 1 0.18*** 0.18***

Condition -2.02 0.41 -0.42***

Step 2 0.24*** 0.06*

Condition -2.11 0.40 -0.44***

Pain Catastrophizing 0.10 0.36 0.38**
Pain Anxiety -0.06 0.02 -0.38**

Step 3 0.25*** 0.008
Condition -2.09 0.40 -0.44***

Pain Catastrophizing 0.21 0.11 0.79

Pain Anxiety -0.13 0.07 -0.77
Pain Catastrophizing/Condition -0.73 0.69 -0.49

Pain Anxiety/Condition 0.69 0.68 0.47

Notes: B, regression coefficient; SE(B), standard error of regression coefficient; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ∆R2, change in R-square.
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Our finding that participants in the expectation viola-
tion condition required fewer trials to achieve similar 
effects as participants in the habituation condition is con-
sistent with the inhibitory learning approach.15,16 In this 
approach, it is assumed that extinction learning can be 
enhanced by maximizing the discrepancy between predic-
tion and experience (ie, expectancy violation). Thus, since 
individuals are aware of their concrete expectations, they 
can reevaluate them in light of the new learning experi-
ence (eg, harmful consequences do not occur). 
Accordingly, focusing on cognitive change during expo-
sure, that is, the disconfirmation of fear-related expecta-
tions, has been discussed in terms of having the potential 
to maximize the effects of exposure therapy.21,62 With the 
habituation instruction, on the other hand, the individual 
has no concrete task other than to observe his or her 
physical and emotional reaction without engaging in any 
avoidance behavior.63 Our results suggest that learning in 
this approach takes longer, presumably because the dis-
confirmation of fear-related beliefs requires more time as 
compared to the more “straightforward” expectation viola-
tion approach.

Similar to a previous study,31 we failed to detect any 
differences between the two exposure instructions in terms 
of their effects on pain coping. Nevertheless, in that pre-
vious study, the expectation violation but not the habitua-
tion instruction increased pain tolerance in comparison to 
a control group. Similarly, only the expectation violation 
instruction led to distinct changes in physiological activa-
tion. We could not replicate this finding in the present 
study. This discrepancy might be the result of the omission 
of a control condition in the present study. Our results are 
in line with other experimental studies comparing the two 
exposure approaches.29 Although aiming at expectation 
violation was no more effective than aiming at habituation, 
both instructions were more effective than a no-treatment 
control group in that study.

One might interpret our results as an indication that 
both instructions are effective, but that expectation viola-
tion may be considered a “shortcut”. It might possess an 
advantage thanks to its context of cognitive preparation, as 
the individual has been given precise instructions as to 
what they should focus on. Taking into account that 
chronic pain is often treated in multidisciplinary (inpati-
ent) settings with restricted schedules, rapid responses 
seem highly relevant.36,64

Higher levels of pain anxiety and lower levels of pain 
catastrophizing in our healthy sample were predicted 

fewer trials needed, independently of the instruction type. 
Considering this finding in a broader context with regard 
to findings from clinical samples, this may appear contra-
dictory at first glance: while higher pain anxiety was 
associated with fewer trials needed, higher pain catastro-
phizing was related to more trials needed. Yet, it should be 
noted that the conclusions that can be drawn in relation to 
pain anxiety and catastrophizing are limited due to the use 
of a healthy sample, since variance in these variables is 
limited in healthy volunteers. This apparently contradic-
tory pattern might be resolved by considering the follow-
ing: Exposure therapy is especially pertinent for highly 
fear-avoidant chronic pain patients7,65 and has recently 
been found effective only for patients with elevated levels 
of fear-avoidance beliefs.36 A faster response in persons 
with higher anxiety scores is therefore in line with this 
finding. Furthermore, there is empirical evidence suggest-
ing that patients who manifest high levels of catastrophiz-
ing and fear benefit less from therapy,15,40,66 and its 
reduction predicts and mediates the outcomes of 
both physical and psychological treatments.5,67,68 

Catastrophizing was identified as a moderator of treatment 
outcome, particularly for exposure treatment; indeed, 
exposure was effective only for patients with low or mod-
erate levels of catastrophizing, whereas high catastrophi-
zers did not improve from the treatment.40 Catastrophizing 
may impede exposure therapy, as individuals with high 
levels are less willing to confront themselves. Thus, they 
may avoid situations that violate their threat expectations 
and exposure-based treatments alike.

Limitations and Strengths
The most notable limitation of the present study is the 
clinically unrepresentative sample. Our participants were 
healthy and not seeking pain treatment. In order to enhance 
the internal validity of our study, we used strict eligibility 
criteria and self-selection processes, which, however, 
further restricted the generalizability of our findings. Our 
study cohort was characterized by a restricted age range, 
overrepresented students or academics, and included only 
females. The generalizability of the current findings to 
males may also be limited with regard to gender-specific 
differences in pain perception and reporting. Moreover, 
concerning age range, educational levels, and motivational 
state, our sample was not representative for patients with 
chronic pain (see eg,69). Nevertheless, our approach of an 
experimental analogue study offers some insights into the 
underlying mechanisms of change in fear of pain. By this 
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view, the examination of a clinical sample may have been 
problematic in terms of internal validity, since patients 
suffering from chronic pain differ greatly in their individual 
learning histories, thereby posing confounding influences on 
the parameters of interest. Participants in our sample, how-
ever, did not significantly differ in how they experienced 
pain; thus, the group differences regarding the number of 
exposure sessions needed can more safely be attributed to 
the different therapeutic instructions.

Clearly, a single-trial exposure treatment, as performed 
in the present study, is not representative of the conduction 
of exposure treatment in therapy, which is usually deliv-
ered over weeks or months, accompanied by other inter-
ventions such as cognitive restructuring. However, to 
compare the effects of two different instructions, isolating 
the sole effect of exposure therapy and reducing it to 
a specific duration is advantageous. Therein lies the super-
iority of well-controlled efficacy trials over clinical trials 
for investigating the effects of single treatment parameters 
that could enhance clinical practice (see also35). If 
a parameter is found to be effective in cost-effective ana-
logous samples, its effectiveness should undergo further 
investigation in clinical trials with representative samples 
and interventions in a second step.7,37,70 A further limita-
tion of our study was that the main outcome of the study 
(trials needed to achieve exposure goal) was determined 
differently for the conditions. Although inevitable due to 
the different explanations provided to the participants, as 
noted above, this potentially compromises our findings, as 
we cannot rule out the possibility that distress decreases 
slower than expectancy and that this explains the differ-
ences between conditions, and not the instructions them-
selves. This issue might be addressed in future by using 
physiological measures in addition to self-report measures.

To test for effect stability and to expand comparability 
to exposure therapy, a one-week follow-up was estab-
lished. As suggested by Craske and colleagues,71 exposure 
trials should be conducted at separate occasions with time 
intervals long enough to enable long-term learning, 
a factor based on findings from studies with rodents in 
which the consolidation of extinction learning works best 
with training sessions spaced apart.72 This is considered 
especially important as the expectation violation approach 
derived from the inhibitory learning model is supposed to 
minimize the return of fear (see15).

In clinical practice, a specific criterion needs to be prede-
fined that indicates when the exposure session can be termi-
nated. As the criterion ought to be derived from the presumed 

mechanism of change, different exposure criteria for our 
instruction conditions were inevitable26,28 and explicitly 
required to analyze the efficacy of different exposure-based 
approaches.50,73 In the previous study,31 only 50% of partici-
pants reported a decrease in their fear levels over the course of 
three exposure trials. Thus, we extrapolated that three trials are 
insufficient for habituation to occur in most participants.

Directions for Future Research
While the present research was a laboratory study focusing 
on heat pain tolerance, future studies examining different 
exposure instructions might focus on more clinically rele-
vant outcomes such as disability and global functioning.23 

In addition, exposure in chronic pain can be optimized in 
three ways based on future research. First, studies that 
shed light on the underlying mechanisms of action are 
likely to help to optimize the treatment (eg, evidence- 
based criteria for a successful session). Second, research 
on individual characteristics such as the catastrophizing 
tendencies that predict treatment response, non-response, 
or dropout are particularly relevant74,75 to plan individual 
treatments (eg, prevention of side effects and unnecessary 
strain) and to minimize direct and indirect financial costs 
for the healthcare system. Third, in line with the agenda of 
personalized medicine to administer patients “the right 
drug at the right dose at the right time”,76 future research 
should inform psychotherapists about differential indica-
tions, such as which therapeutic instruction is most effec-
tive for which patient.77

Clinical Implications
Although our study was designed as an experimental ana-
logue study in healthy participants, some cautious conclu-
sions about treating pain in clinical practice might be 
drawn. As such, our main finding, showing that the respec-
tive exposure goal was achieved faster in the expectancy 
violation approach than in the habituation approach, can 
be seen as an argument favoring this approach. In doing 
so, instructing patients to formulate and re-examine their 
concrete individual concerns prior to exposure treatments 
and re-examine them during exposure treatments may help 
reduce patients’ excessive and disabling fear-avoidance 
beliefs.78 Introducing a re-evaluation of beliefs might be 
especially helpful in chronic pain patients, as they experi-
ence a transition of the informational character of pain 
experiences (ie, pain loses its useful signal character for 
harm prevention in chronic conditions). There is recent 
evidence that shorter exposure outperforms longer 
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versions in chronic pain36 and obsessive-compulsive 
disorder.79 The impact of specific therapeutic instructions 
requires further investigation in clinical samples.

Conclusion
While the two therapeutic instructions for exposure treatment 
(habituation vs expectation violation instruction) did not 
differ in increasing pain tolerance, the expectation violation 
instruction proved to be superior in terms of the number of 
trials needed to achieve the predefined exposure goal. 
Independently of the therapeutic instruction, high levels of 
pain anxiety and low levels of pain catastrophizing predicted 
faster responses. Our results suggest that expectation viola-
tion is an effective shortcut for exposure treatments, although 
replication in samples with chronic pain is clearly warranted.
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